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About acrylic paint 
- Acrylic paint is made from pigments mixed with polymers
- It's been widely available since the 1950's
- Longterm studies are not available for lightfastness, but are believed to be stable for 200 years
- (Pro and con) Acrylic dries quickly through evaporation.
- There is no oil suspended in oils so they will yellow less over time.
- They can be used on almost any surface as long as it is primed.
- Minimal smell, if any. You do not need a well-ventilated area to paint.

ASTM Rating - American Society for Testing and Materials
Reading a label for permanence, lightfastness, ingredients  

Pigments can be divided into three camps:
1. Inorganic Pigments – Rocks, minerals or metal.

2. Organic Pigments – Substances that were once part of a living thing, plants, bone or 
synthetic treatment of plant stuff.

3.  Artificial Pigments – These are often derived from organic pigments that have been 
chemically altered. They can make a more stable and consistent paint.

PRO TIP: It's a good idea to begin practicing with the dullest, most natural colors and creeping 
up on the stronger brighter colors. This helps you to think more tonally and learn faster.

Difference between paints: Student vs. Professional Grade

Color name followed by "hue" =  mixture of 2 or more colors
Cadmium Orange vs. Cadmium Orange Hue = HUGE DIFFERENCE!

Heavy Bodied vs. Open acrylics = Different drying times

About Color:
Hue - What is the name/code of the color?
Chroma - Is the color neutral or is it fully saturated?
Value - How light or dark is the color?

Tools of the trade
Palette
Gray under the palette glass to clearly balance color
How to clean glass palette
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Brushes
Soft Bristle: Sable, squirrel, etc. (animals that shiver) and synthetic
Hard Bristle: Hogs hair

Flats, Brights, Rounds, Filbert, Wash 

Palette knives
Angle (left & right handed), mixing, applying

Mediums *(CONS: Color shift when dry. More medium = more color shift)
Water - Save money and water your plants while you paint!
Glazing Medium (Golden/Liquitex) 
Matte, satin/semi-gloss, gloss - unless specified otherwise, most paints are semi-gloss
Texture mediums - both purchased and found can be used

Extending your palette (so it doesn't dry so quickly!)
1. Add water
2. Add glazing medium (nice consistency too!)
3. Use stay wet color palette

How to make a wash (Imprimatura): (DEMO)
Common wash colors: Yellow Ochre, Neutral Gray, Raw Umber, Burnt Sienna

How to mix colors:
ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS ---> *Mix dark into light to save paint*
Laying out paint on your palette
How to make paint flow smoothly
How to make paint look more nuanced by thinning 

The Underpainting:
Save money and time with this handy trick used for over 500 years
- Grayscale/Value Scale/Grisaille
- Tonal (1 color, usually earth color or paynes gray)
- Verdaccio (Dead flesh, dead layer)

Chromatic Black:  Burnt Umber + Ultramarine Blue (DEMO)

The Value Scale
(High Key) (Low key)
White -----> mid-tone gray ------> Chromatic black  (at least 9 values total)
Avoid staying in mid-tone.

Creating a dimensional space:
Using values to create contrast and dimension (plastic space)
Dark colors recede; light colors come forward
Warm and cool colors

Drawing tools that can be used with acrylic paint:
Pencil, charcoal  (Yellow ochre can absorb some charcoal, but wipe off as much as possible)



Materials that can be used over acrylic paint:
Oil paint, oil pastels, oil bars

Ways to get your drawing onto your canvas:
Direct drawing (Layover is a helpful app), projection, transfer with photocopies or vellum
*Knowledge of drawing is very helpful  (DEMO)

PROJECT 1: SEEING SHAPES
Outline the shapes you see on the green apple. How many can you find?

PROJECT 2: CREATE A CHROMATIC BLACK VALUE SCALE
Use Titanium White and Chromatic Black (Burnt Umber + Ult Blue) to create at least 9 squares
Mix dark into light. Make sure to clean palette knives in between each mixture
*EVERY COLOR HAS A VALUE SCALE

PROJECT 3: PAINT THE APPLE (DEMO)
Using the shapes you outlined, match your values to the shapes and paint the apple
Work dark to light

PROJECT 4: MAKE A WASH TWO WAYS (DEMO)
- Apply with brush
- Apply and rag off to give light texture

PROJECT 5: COLOR CHARTS - COOL vs. WARM Color strings  (DEMO & HOMEWORK)
What are cool and warm colors?
Create a tonal scale for each of your colors
Pair them in warm and cools
Match your earth colors to their closest counterpart

COMPLEMENTARY COLORS:
Complements are good for creating contrast and browns/neutral colors
Complements neutralize each other
3 Sets of Complements: Red & Green, Blue & Orange, Yellow & Violet

WAYS OF NEUTRALIZING COLOR: (DEMO & HOMEWORK)
Add Gray
Add Complement
Add Earth tone companion

PROJECT 6: DEMO:  UNDERPAINTINGS  (DEMO & HOMEWORK)
TONAL: Burnt Sienna/ Raw Umber
Grisaille
Verdaccio

GLAZING (Indirect painting) vs. ALA PRIMA (Direct Painting) (DEMO)





How to light a still life - Use your Highlights and shadows

PRACTICE! PRACTICE! PRACTICE!





NOTES:


